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Welcome

We invite members to submit items of interest for publication in the ACASA Newsletter. These can include calls for papers, grant proposals, and award entries; news
about conferences and symposia; new publications, exhibitions, job changes, fieldwork, and travel. See past issues at http://www.acasaonline.org/newsletter/. The
Newsletter is published three times a year: Spring/Summer, Fall, and Winter.
Deadlines for
submission of news
items:

Winter 2019: January 15, 2019
Spring/Summer 2019: May 15, 2019
Fall 2019: September 15, 2019
Please contact: the Editor and Assistant Editor at newseditor@acasaonline.org

Get ready for Chicago! I am pleased to announce that our 18th Triennial Symposium on African Art will convene in late June 2020 at two institutions – DePaul
University and the Art Institute of Chicago – where two terrific colleagues, Mark
DeLancey and Costa Petridis, envisioned an exciting and comprehensive program in their winning bid to host us. We are looking forward to working with
them as Triennial Co-Chairs and will soon be organizing committees to get the
work done. Please let me know if you would like to pitch in.

Shannen Hill, President

With ASA’s annual conference just around the corner (November in Atlanta,
GA), we look forward to sponsoring a panel drawn by Carlee Forbes, “Impediment or Inspiration?: Patronage and the arts of Africa.” Board member Nadine
Siegert has been lobbying our Europe-based counterpart, AEGIS/ECAS, to concretize our affiliation. (In this way, she extends the work Till Förster and Dominique Malaquais did before her; our persistence will pay off!) ECAS 8 will be in
Edinburgh in June 2019; we will send details as we know them.
With this newsletter, I pen my last column as ACASA President. In November,
Peri Klemm will assume the post, I will move into the role of Past President, and
Silvia Forni will retire, having served members since March 2014. I thank Silvia
for the tremendous work (unprecedented, really) that she undertook on our behalf. Thanks to her, we have a solid template for Triennial programming outside
of North America. More recently, she worked together with fellow board member Leslie Rabine to organize our elections, which take place November 2018. A
special thanks to ACASA members Sela Adjei and Sandrine Colard for

Return to top
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serving on our Elections Committee this round. The rooster is impressive. I wish
each candidate the very best. Whatever the outcome, know that ACASA’s door
remains open: We welcome your participation and ideas and are grateful to you for
stepping up.
It has been my honor to serve you as ACASA’s President. Thank you for your trust in
me. Onward African Arts!
Shannen Hill — ACASA President

Editor's note

An inside look at our Fall 2018
newsletter (vol. # 110!) and a reminder
that ACASA’s newsletter is designed
especially for our membership
community. In this issue we have
posted, as always, current calls for
papers and deadlines for applications
to scholarly opportunities, upcoming
scholarly panels and seminar dates,
new publications, museum exhibitions
of interest, member news, and other
goings-on of great interest to all of us.
This edition serves to spotlight the
upcoming election for new Board
Members. Please review the current
Candidate Statements that represent
the broad diversity of our members
interested in serving the ACASA
community. Again we want to
acknowledge those who have
contributed and encourage everyone to participate.

Deborah Stokes,
Newsletter Editor

It has been a pleasure serving on the Board and as Newsletter Editor alongside
the multi-talented Assistant Editor/Designer, Leslie Rabine. I hope that the
Newsletter continues to be a robust forum for ACASA members to communicate
with one another in an increasingly global world toward fulfilling our mission.
Remember to visit our member’s website for detailed information, announcements
and information on our 2020 Triennial. Bring your special talents to one of the
committees now forming! http://www.acasaonline.org/
Deborah Stokes — Newsletter Editor
Return to top
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Welcome
Assistant Editor's
note

The visual theme for this newsletter is
indigo, because I'm feeling just a tiny
bit blue and nostalgic: my last newsletter with my wonderful Editor Deborah (and after three years, I still don't
know the secret of how she manages to
get all the information from you that
appears in these pages).
But I'm also happy, because I've been
privileged to work with Deborah and
the other amazing colleagues on the
ACASA board. Fellow Board members, you have done so much to build
ACASA that we have a record number of 17 highly qualified candidates
running for office in the upcoming
election (see Candidates' Statements).
The enthusiasm that the candidates express is a tribute to your achievements.

Leslie Rabine. T-shirt by Nourou, Dakar
Photo by Malika Diagna

And you the members will be electing new Editors. If all goes well, and thanks to
the hard work of Shannen Hill and Cory Gundlach, the new Editors will be publishing the newsletter in an up-to-date eblast format. Lucky them! And lucky us! I look
forward to celebrating with you a newsletter platform for 21st-century readers.
— Leslie Rabine

Barbara Blackmun

It is with a heavy heart I announce the loss of Barbara Winston Blackmun (1928-2018), a scholar who
brought a new dimension to African art history, taught
generations of students, created a small museum with
significant exhibitions, and proved an indispensable
friend, mother, and kind and helpful colleague to so
many. As Skip Cole said, she lived life magnificently,
and we should “continue to shake the ancestral rattle-staff of Barbara’s beloved Benin [and] offer the
white chalk of surpassing beauty and goodness as we
remember her wonderful life of service, and scholarship, and motherhood in its many senses.” Barbara’s
Return to top

first-hand introduction to Africa took place in Malawi with her family in the late 1960s, where she taught
at Malawi Polytechnic College and the University of
Malawi. She later accompanied her husband to Saudi
Arabia and Iran for some of his long-term projects.
After her 1971 MA from Arizona State University
(centered on Maravi masks from Malawi), she worked
independently with archaeologist Frank Willett on Nigerian antiquities in 1978-79, having begun her Ph.D.
program in African art history. She and her daughter,
Monica Visonà Blackmun, worked towards their doctorates at the same time, although they attended dif
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ferent universities—Monica at University of California
Santa Barbara and Barbara at UCLA with Arnold Rubin.
Barbara was infected with a passion to decode the
imagery on the over 130 extant ivory tusks that once
graced royal ancestral altars in Benin City. She received
a Fulbright grant to support her research, and, after
extensive museum collection research, she travelled to
Benin City and interviewed numerous chiefs and guild
members in 1981-82, particularly the late Ine of Igbesanmwan, Chief David Omor egie. After her return,
she participated in a special UCLA seminar on Benin
art, taught by Rubin and Paula Girshick, a major Benin
specialist. Her participation in the book that emerged
from that seminar, The Art of Power, the Power of Art
(1983)—and what a successful joint student/faculty
project that was—marked her first publications on Benin, written while she was working on her dissertation.
That dissertation, completed in 1984, was ground-breaking.
Barbara was also one of the first scholars to single out Benin tusks--and ivories generally--for examination; the then
better-established British scholars having concentrated their
attention on Benin’s bronzes. She was the first in our field (and
one of the first in art history) to use a computer for motif analysis—and for those hazy about computer history, she worked
at the very dawn of personal computers, when data entry cards
were the norm, university computers were the huge occupants
of heavily air-conditioned rooms, their printouts consisting
of rollouts of green and white paper. Dissertations were still
typed, and cut-and-paste was literal. Her dissertation was
able to combine qualitative work on Benin iconography with
quantitative information yielded by analysis of trait type and
placement, enabling her to create a timeline for the tusks, identify workshops and hands, and interpret motif combinations
to identify references linking tusks to particular Obas, Queen
Mothers, and even an elite chief or two.
A series of important articles followed, which permitted her to explore and expand upon her findings. These
are among some of the most truly classical art historical studies published in our field, based on iconography, motif development and meaning shifts over time,
and examination of patronage. They are deeply rich in
their depth and appreciation of culture, history, and art
because of Barbara’s fine archival and museum research
(supported by two NEH fellowships in 1987 and 1992),
as well as her field research in Nigeria. They are written
in a thankfully accessible style that avoids academese
Return to top

Barbara Blackmun
and over-theoretical overlays. Their focus remains on
the material itself, centered on the Ẹdo point of view.
Barbara was a skilled and dedicated scholar whose
productivity is particularly astounding when one considers that her teaching career was based at San Diego
Mesa College, a community college where the teaching
load is considerably higher than that of a university,
and the support not as extensive. Barbara loved to
teach and served as Professor and Department Chair
of the Department of Visual Arts, retiring only in 2010.
She was so committed to introducing her students and
community members to African art that she founded
the African Art Collection at Mesa College in 2003 and
was its curator for eight successful exhibitions. One of
our colleagues, Elisabeth Cameron, worked with Barbara there, curating a show on the Sala Mpasu in 1992
when she was still a doctoral student. Barbara also established a foundation to raise financial support for the
collection’s exhibitions, and, in an additional effort to
disseminate appreciation for African art, curated two
African shows at the San Diego Museum of Art, one
on southeastern African art, the other on the Baule.
I first met Barbara at an ACASA meeting in 1989,
when I was freshly back from five years in Nigeria, and
ACASA Newsletter, Fall 2018
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we became friends. We decided to work together on a
project; initially planned as an examination of Benin
ivories. It quickly developed into a scheme to comprehensively address the art history of Benin—I would
cover the earliest known material up to the beginning
of the 17th century, while she would begin in the 17th
century and continue to the present. In 1994 we were
awarded an NEH Collaborative Grant for museum
and archival research in Europe, as well as fieldwork
in Nigeria; Barbara also received an SSRC grant for
this work, a rare nod to art history. She was off to St.
Petersburg and many other cities, then on to Benin; I
did the same, arriving in Benin less than a week before
she left. One of her greatest gifts to me was that of introducing me to Gregory Airihenbuwa, who had been
her research assistant and that of Joe Nevadomsky, as
well as to the late, amazing Ikponmwosa Osemwegie,
a treasurer of Benin culture who had worked with both of
them, as well as with Paula Girshick and Dan Ben-Amos.
Equal to her scholarship was Barbara’s generosity,
kindness, and unfailing helpfulness to students and
colleagues. Although she was a great, elegant lady of
the old school—I never saw her less than perfectly
coiffed, and even Benin City’s heat did not bring a drop
of sweat to her forehead—she was also fearless in her
willingness to speak out on problematic issues in our
field. This began when she was still in the first stages of
her scholarly career, a time when putting oneself into a
controversy can be deadly. It continued throughout her
life, despite the specter of dealers in suspicious works
who would have loved to debunk her reputation. That,
however, was impossible, for anyone who knew Barbara recognized her absolute integrity and meticulous
precision about information.
Our book was never completed, due to interruptions
both personal—including the illness and subsequent
loss in 2008 of her beloved husband Rupert—and
project-oriented. One aspect of the latter was Barbara’s
significant art historical analy sis of the Ife heads for
Frank Willett’s The Art of Ife 2003 CD-ROM catalogue,
unfortunately not a well-distributed project (though
available through the Hunterian Museum). She also
analyzed tusks and a series of other Benin objects for
multiple museums’ journals and catalogues, including
the Menil collection, the Detroit Instituteof Arts, UCLA’s Fowler Museum of Cultural History, the Neuberger Art Museum and others. She additionally served
Return to top

as consultant for the Field Museum’s Benin reinstallation, as well as for the Art Institute of Chicago, Geneva’s MEG, the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, and the
Houston Museum of Art, among others. Her essay
and numerous catalogue entries for Barbara Plankensteiner's massive Vienna-originated Benin show, Benin
Kings and Rituals (2007)—for which she also worked
as a consultant--provided particular scope for her observations and explorations of object types and meanings. That same year she contributed to an important
German conference at Ruhr University on fakes,
culminating in an essay about Benin fakery in its proceedings, published as Original - copy – fake? (2008).
I’m finishing up my book on the art produced under
Oba Esigie now; perhaps our project may be picked
up again, the interesting article she was working on--a
development of her 2014 Brooklyn ACASA paper on
Benin royal altarpiece “loop” figures of monarchs with
handles protruding from their heads—can be completed and published.
Most of Barbara’s materials were turned over to me for
distribution, and the National Museum of African Art
now holds her field slides, while her notes on the tusks
form part of the National Anthropological Archives at
the Smithsonian. I hope to turn her material relating to
the Ife heads over to the latter as well. Some of her other archival material remains with me for the meantime.
In the last few years, Barbara lived in Lexington, Kentucky to be close to her family. She is survived by our
colleague Monica Blackmun Visonà, who shares her
mother’s generous spirit, and her sons William Blackmun and Lt. Col. Karl Blackmun, as well as their spouses and families, eight grandchildren, six great-grandchildren, and her brother, Col. Donald Winston. She
celebrated her 90th birthday not long before her death
on July 6, and Monica reported she was happy and content. A recent memorial service in San Diego reunited
her ashes with those of her beloved husband of 55 years.
As the Ẹdo say, “Ọkpọkhuo de ooo! Barbara riawua.
Okhie’ariavbehe” or “A great woman has fallen. Barbara has traveled to an unavoidable town. Farewell until
we meet in the next reincarnation.” Although we feel
her loss, her work and our memory of her stalwart
spirit serve as an eternal memorial.
— Kathy Curnow
ACASA Newsletter, Fall 2018
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Mary Polly Nooter Roberts
I am one of the many individuals who consider Dr.
Mary Nooter Roberts (October 26, 1959 – September
11, 2018) to be a mentor, and dear friend. Known to
friends around the world as Polly, her commanding
intellect, generous spirit, and purposeful living affected
all who have known her, and her influential publications, exhibitions, and scholarly initiatives will continue to shape the discourse of Africa, its arts and spirituality, across disciplines.
Polly was raised in an internationally engaged family.
Her father, Robert Nooter—who along with his wife,
Nancy, would become a passionate collector of and
advocate for Africa’s arts—worked first for USAID
and then for the World Bank, and as a child Polly lived
in Uruguay and Liberia. Her mother, Nancy Nooter,
was a talented artist who became a scholar of Africa’s
arts herself, writing a formative essay on the dramatic
doors of the Swahili Coast and working with Warren
F. Robbins to publish African Art in American Collections. It was during a summer visit to her parents
Return to top

in Tanzania that Polly, then a double major in French
and Philosophy at Scripps College, decided to pursue a
graduate degree in African Art History. Her studies at
Columbia University began with Douglas Frasier and
continued with Susan Vogel and Suzanne Blier. For her
dissertation, she embarked upon her groundbreaking
research of Luba arts in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo (then Zaire). For this, she underwent initiation with a female diviner and worked closely with the
Mbudye society of Luba royal historians. The insights
Polly gained into the visual expression and depths of
knowledge contained within dreams, spiritual realms,
and political structures while living in Congo profoundly shaped the manner with which she would
approach her curatorial practice.
Polly joined Susan Vogel at the Center for African Art
(later the Museum for African Art) in New York City,
becoming Senior Curator before she reached the age of
thirty. Her exhibition, Secrecy: African Arts that Conceal and Reveal (1993) stemmed directly from her
ACASA Newsletter, Fall 2018
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research into restricted knowledge systems and was
the inaugural exhibition in the museum’s Maya Lin-designed Broadway space. It would be followed by such
groundbreaking projects as Exhibition-ism and Memory: Luba Arts and the Making of History— the latter
accompanied by a catalogue she co-authored with
husband Allen F. Roberts. It would go on to be the first
African art publication to win the College Art Association’s prestigious Alfred Barr Award for outstanding
museum scholarship.

prize, A Saint in the City: Sufi Arts of Urban Senegal.
The exhibition challenged the norms of museum
practice by featuring recreated installations alongside
works of art by internationally renowned artists, like
Viyé Diba. Polly also implemented a policy that permitted the faithful to touch and interact with the works
of art in recognition of the fundamental significance of
these actions to their faith. The New York Times hailed
A Saint in the City as one of that year’s ten best exhibitions on any theme in any U.S. museum.

During the summer of 1992, I had the remarkable experience of being Polly’s intern on Secrecy. It was then
that I first encountered her extraordinary generosity
as a scholar. Although I was still an undergraduate,
she treated me as an equal and even encouraged me to
publish a small article on the topic of secrecy for the
children’s journal, Faces. She brought this same empowering style of mentorship to a generation of students, first at Columbia University, then the University
of Iowa, and ultimately at the University of California,
Los Angeles. Polly left Columbia University and the
Museum for African Art to move to Iowa and marry
Al Roberts, her intellectual collaborator, life partner,
and soul mate.

A Saint in the City was realized at the UCLA Fowler
Museum, which Polly had joined in 1999 as Chief
Curator. She became Deputy Director two years later.
The projects she shepherded there were never less
than exemplary, including those for which she was
not the lead curator but which could not have happened without her, such as the 2002 Break the Silence:
Art and HIV/AIDS in South Africa with Carol Brown
and the 2008 Make Art/Stop AIDS with David Gere.
While maintaining rigorous administrative duties and
publishing, she also managed to produce such exhibitions as the ethereal Continental Rifts: Contemporary
Time-based Works of Africa and Body Politics: The
Female Image in Luba Art and the Sculpture of Alison
Saar. Like A Saint in the City, both exhibitions foregrounded the social and physical interaction with and
between works of art. Each also testifies to the deep
commitment Polly brought to her practice. For Body
Politics, Polly did not rely on interns or students, but
spent hours transcribing conversations between herself
and Saar. Though time-consuming, she described the
effort as rewarding and deeply insightful. That embodied knowledge and respectful connection was then
reflected throughout the display and its interpretive
materials. Perhaps Inscribing Meaning: Writing and
Graphic Systems in African Art is most exemplary of
Polly’s exceptional talent for collaboration, however.
Polly combined forces with Christine Mullen Kreamer,
Elizabeth Harney, and Allison Purpura to explore the
alchemy between the written word, image, meaning,
and the body in this insightful exhibition and catalogue that joined the Fowler Museum with the Smithsonian National Museum of African Art.

Wherever they have taught, Al and Polly have welcomed students and colleagues into their home and
created close knit, feisty and deeply rewarding communities of scholars. As a graduate student of Polly and
Al’s at the University of Iowa, I was offered the gift of
eating meals with them, babysitting for their children,
participating in graduate seminars held in their living
room, and witnessing their extraordinary love. And
I remember well when they shared the first stages of
their research into the dynamic intersections of work,
faith, and visual expression among Mouride communities of urban Senegal. Polly had accompanied Al
on a trip to Dakar. While he researched “The Ironies
of System B” in the metal scrap yards of Dakar, Polly
walked the streets and became fascinated by the recurring image of the Sufi prophet, Sheikh Amadou Bamba, which she found painted on walls, framed in shops,
and sometimes displayed in the form of photocopies
on walls, floors and windows. This project has resulted
in numerous influential articles and book chapters but
most notably in the traveling exhibition and publication that won both the African Studies Association
Herskovitz book prize and ACASA Arnold Rubin book
Return to top

In 2008, Polly left the Fowler to focus on her passion
for teaching and join Al as a professor in UCLA’s Department of World Arts and Cultures. Her far-reaching
interests are reflected in the courses she offered, from
ACASA Newsletter, Fall 2018
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“Body Politics,” to “Curating Cultures,” “Performing
Memory,” “Arts of Time,” and “Ways of Seeing.” She and
Al also traveled with students, including them in their
developing research into the Hindu saint, Shirdi Sai
Baba. Her gift for teaching earned her the Dai Sensei/
Master Teacher Award of the Ethnic Arts Council of
Los Angeles in 2017.
In addition to teaching full time, in 2011 Polly accepted
a position as Consulting Curator of African Art at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art. While at LACMA, Polly curated Shaping Power: Luba Masterworks
from the Royal Museum for Central Africa and Performing the Extraordinary: Vision and Transcendence in
African Arts. I also had the opportunity to work with
her again in 2015 to co-curate Senses of Time: Video
and Film-based Arts of Africa, which also traveled to
the Wellin Museum in New York and the Smithsonian
National Museum of African Art.
In recognition of her remarkable professional accomplishments, Polly received the Knight of the Order of
the Arts and Letters from the Republic of France in 2007
and the lifetime Leadership Award of the Arts Council of
the African Studies Association in 2017.
Polly was diagnosed with Metastatic Breast Cancer in
2010, but she never characterized her ill ness in a way

that would allow people to assume the worst before
seeing what her treatments could do. She brought her
trademark passion and insight to her journey with
cancer. Rejecting the “battle” terminology ascribed to
cancer, Polly insisted it opened new pathways and perspectives to her. She became an invaluable resource to
other women living with MBC and she helped the Susan
G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation to raise funds and
disseminate information about health care resources
and research developments. In 2015, she was even part
of a music video for the Komen Foundation.
Polly passed away peacefully in her sleep, with her
husband by her side. She is survived by Al, their three
children, Avery, Seth and Sid, and two grandchildren,
Zane and Felix, and her parents and four siblings.
Polly said that “a lesson I have learned from my cancer
journey is that we should make plans and hold onto
our dreams, but we should never forfeit those chances
to connect right here, right now. And we should not
procrastinate in doing what we love most.” She lived
these words, embracing her life fully, ethically, and
thoughtfully. She will be missed.
— Karen Milbourne
Please find the tribute to Polly by Holland Cotter in the
New York Times here.

ACASA thanks the donors who enable our many programs, including the Triennial fund, the Roy Sieber Dissertation Award, our Travel Fund for members to attend
meetings and conferences, and our Endowment Fund for long term planning. Here
are the donors for the past year:
Triennial Fund

Return to top

Spring 2018: Kate Ezra • Fall 2017: Heinrich Schweizer (Main Triennial Sponsor)
• Ashley Miller • Barbara Frank • Ugochukwu-Smooth Nzewi • Peter Probst •
Sandy Prita Meier • Susan Elizabeth Gagliardi • Suzanne Blier • Sylvester Ogbechie
• Touria El Glaoui • William Dewey •Yaelle Biro • Spring, 2017: Cecile Fromont •
Corinne Kratz • Fiona Siegenthaler • Mariane Ibrahim Gallery LLC • Peri Klemm
• Sotheby's • Sindika Dokolo Foundation
ACASA Newsletter, Fall 2018
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ACASA Endowment
Fund

Spring 2018: Nadine Siegert • Fall 2017: Ugochukwu-Smooth Nzewi • William Dewey •
Spring, 2017: Cecile Fromont • Peri Klemm

q
Travel Fund

Winter 2018: Allen and Polly Roberts • Fall 2017: Mary N Roberts • Allen Roberts •
Amanda Gilvin • Ashley Miller • Carol Ann Lorenz • Christine Mullen Kreamer •
Delinda Colier • Dominique Malaquais • Martha Anderson • Olubukola Gbadegesin • Steven Nelson • Susan Cooksey • Susan Elizabeth Gagliardi • William Dewey •
Spring, 2017: Cecile Fromont • John Peffer •Silvia Forni •Yinka Shonibare Limited

q
Roy Sieber
Dissertation Award
Endowment Fund

Winter 2018: Robin and Donna Poynor • Fall 2017: William Dewey

Anonymous

ACASA also acknowledges our anonymous donors. Thank you so much!

Voting Procedures
Nov. 2 — Nov. 16

Voting will take place on-line between Nov. 2 and Nov.16. You will receive an email
notice when voting opens. You may vote for EIGHT candidates.

Candidates for
specific offices and
general Board
Candidates

Note that in the Candidate Statements on the following pages, some candidates are
running for specific offices, while others are running for general Board service.
The specific offices and candidates are:

for
Vote
ANY
8
.
ates
t
a
d
i
cand
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Treasurer: Rachel Kabukala

Webmaster: Erica P. Jones

Secretary: Raphael Chikukwa
Jessica R. Williams

Newsletter: Richard Acquaye
Fiona Siegenthaler

Candidates for a specific office are not in competition with each
other. Each ACASA member has eight votes, and you can vote
for ANY 8 of the 17 candidates, whether or not they are running for the same position.
The 8 candidates out of the 17 who receive the most votes will
have been elected to the Board.
ACASA Newsletter, Fall 2018
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Candidate Statements

Note: Some statements are abridged. Candidates' complete statements and CVs will soon be availabe on the
ACASA wedsite. You will be notified.
Richard Acquaye,
Lecturer in Applied
Arts and Technology
Takoradi Technical
University,
Takoradi, Ghana

Candidate for Newsletter editorial position: I am vying for the Newsletter editorial
position. I am putting myself up for the position with a combination of editing and
designing skills, and if voted as the Newsletter Co-Editor, members should expect
more innovations in the outlook and content of the ACASA Newsletter. I am proficient in Adobe Photoshop (that is, working with images and enhancing their outlook), Adobe Illustrator and InDesign (for desktop publishing and typesetting). I
can create works such as brochures, magazines, presentations, books and e-books. I
can also publish content suitable for tablet and other mobile devices in conjunction
with Adobe Digital Publishing Suite. I am currently playing an editorial role for a
journal and other publications. In sum, I would say, I have had a range of requisite
training and experiences that put me in a good position for a great role as a Co-Editor for the Newsletter.
* I work as an academic, and my research work encompasses both indigenous and
contemporary West African textiles, digital, vintage and conventional printed textiles

w
Michelle Apotsos,
Assistant Professor,
Department of Art,
Williams College

Return to top

My interest in serving as a member of ACASA’s general board stems not only from a
deep commitment to the discipline itself, but also a desire to promote and advance
the mission of ACASA as a scholarly organization. I am currently an Assistant
professor of African art at Williams College and have acted in numerous administrative capacities across the institutional spectrum. I have served as a nominated
member of the Arabic Studies Steering Committee and an elected member of the
Committee for Educational Affairs, which oversees all major curricular concerns
across programs and departments at the College. I have also been an elected member of the Faculty Review Panel, which handles appeals for reappointments / promotions in addition to cases of alleged discrimination. Most recently, I was elected
to the Faculty Steering Committee beginning in the fall of 2018, during which I will
help present faculty concerns and liaise betweenthe president of the College and
the Board of Trustees. I have also participated in numerous projects supporting the
dissemination of educational resources on African architecture and visual culture to
institutions looking to buttress these aspects in their curriculum. I am a member of
the Global Architectural History Teaching Collaborative and have recently worked
with international institutions such as the University of the Free State as a research
fellow focusing on sustainable architecture, and at the University of Cape Town as
a research associate focusing on the history of Islamic architecture. I feel that these
experiences are collectively indicative of the skillset I would apply to continuing to
advance the values ACASA holds as an educational institution: the open exchange
of information and ideas surrounding the study of art, architecture, and material /
visual culture from the continent.
ACASA Newsletter, Fall 2018
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Cynthia Becker,
Associate Professor,
History of Art and
Architecture,
Boston University

I am pleased to be considered for a position on the ACASA Board. I received my
PhD in the history of art from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and taught
at the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, MN before moving to Boston University,where I am currently Associate Professor in the History of Art & Architecture
Department. I teach undergraduate and graduate courses on the arts of Africa and
its diaspora. I have played many administrative roles at my university, including
Director of Undergraduate Studies and Director of Graduate Studies. I also directed
a BU study aboard course in Zanzibar. I served on the ACASA Board from 2012 to
2015 as the website editor and was on the fundraising committee for the 2017
ACASA Triennial. I am currently treasurer of the West African Research Association (WARA) and my term ends this November.
Most of my research concentrates on material culture in the Maghrib, where I have
been working for more than twenty years. My most recent book project on the
material culture of Gnawa (descendants of enslaved Sahelian Africans brought to
Morocco) is the result of work in Morocco, as well as Senegal, Mali, and Niger. My
book manuscript is tentatively entitled Blackness in Post-Slavery Morocco, Seen and
Unseen. As a native New Orleanian, I also write about visual and performing arts
of the city, editing a special edition of African Arts entitled “Performing Africa in New Orleans.”
If elected to the ACASA Board, I hope to achieve two things: create a fieldwork
grant that allows doctoral students to study and work in Africa and bring the 2023
ACASA Triennial to Morocco. I have experience organizing conferences and
worked with a team of African and American scholars to organize three “Saharan
Crossroads” conferences in Morocco, Niger, , and Algeria. My involvement with
these conferences and my time as treasurer of WARA provided me practical experience that I can share with ACASA. One goal of the Saharan Crossroads conference series was to open communication between scholars from West Africa, North
Africa and the Americas. Another was to encourage dialogue between French and
English-speaking scholars. I would be eager to expand on ACASA’s strength as
an interdisciplinary organization and encourage dialogue and scholarly exchange
across geographic and linguistic borders.

w
Raphael Chikukwa,
Chief Curator,
National Gallery of
Zimbabwe

Return to top

Candidate for Secretary: Raphael is a Zimbabwean who is currently the Chief Curator
and Deputy Director of the National Gallery of Zimbabwe since 2010. Since my
arrival at the National Gallery of Zimbabwe I have curated many ground-breaking exhibitions that includes, Kaboo Ka Muwala, African Voices, Zimbabwe annual
exhibitions from 2011 up to the present. I am also the founding Curator of the 1st
Zimbabwe Pavilion at the Venice Biennale and continued to curate editions after
2011 to 2017. This has seen many Zimbabwean artists showcasing at this important event, and also under the watchful eye of my Executive Director Mrs Doreen
Sibanda we realized the 2nd International Conference on African Cultures in 2017.
I have also participated in many conferences around the world and these include,
Art Basel Conversations both in Basel and in Art Basel Miami, Dakar Biennale,
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KLA Art, Biennale Forum in Korea, Joburg Art Fair, Para Site in Hong Kong, and
Cape Town Art Fair etc. Vying for being an ACASA board member I will bring this
experience with me plus both my African and Global networks on the table and
contribute to this institution with passion. My passion for the future of African Museums and for the African story telling in the 21st century is what drives me to do
what I do. Furthermore, my voice and contribution will bring another perspective
that would make a difference to ACASA and to the global art scene at large.
As a curator of contemporary art, the position of the Secretary would allow me to
expand the network of ACASA and also to add value to the organization in
many ways.

w
Kate Cowcher,
Lecturer in
Art History
University of
Saint Andrews

I am honored to be considered for the ACASA Board of Directors. ACASA has
been a critical part of my training as an Africanist art historian. I have shared my
research at the triennial conferences in LA, Brooklyn and Accra; on all of these occasions I have found a lively community of rigorous, committed scholars and, from
the outset, I have strived to be an active part of it. My research is primarily focused
in Ethiopia, on the art and visual culture of the revolution period (1974-1991), but I
am more broadly interested in cultural exchange during the Cold War, African cinema histories, and intersections between art and industrial design on the continent.
After the success of the Triennial in Ghana, I would encourage the continued development of partnerships with institutions on the African continent, and another
triennial conference there. In Addis Ababa, for example, there are many new major
institutions and galleries, alongside older academic bodies, that would make the
Ethiopian capital well suited to host a future conference. As a UK-based Board
member, I would seek to develop European partnerships (eg. the Association of Art
Historians, the African Studies Association of the UK and the European Council
on African Studies), with a view to encouraging ACASA-affiliated panels at these
forums. The representation of Africa within art history in the UK remains limited to
a handful of departments, and the inclusion of art-focused research within African
Studies is also not extensive. In providing the leading forum for interdisciplinary
exchange about the arts of Africa, and in bringing together scholars, curators and
artists from around the world, ACASA is uniquely positioned to support the development of art-focused networks within Europe, and between Europe and Africa.
Finally, it has been great to see the emergence of ACASA as a social media presence. The use of such forums as a means of sharing research and articles of interest,
fomenting discussion and promoting the work of contemporary artists from the
African continent could be, I think, further extended to include artist or curator
“takeovers”, “member in focus” interviews, and mentoring Q&As with senior scholars and museum professionals, for example. I would be honored to serve on the
ACASA Board, and to have the opportunity to give back to this vital organization.
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Stephen Fọlárànmí,
Artist and Lecturer,
Department of
Fine & Applied Arts,
Obáfémi Awólówò
University, Ilé-Ifè,
Nigeria

I am honored to be considered for a position on the ACASA Board, where I can
continue to foster together with Board and ACASA members the development of
the Arts of Africa. I am an artist and art historian with a B.A in Fine Arts and an
MFA and a PhD in art history from Ợbáfémi Awólợwợ University, Ilé-Ifè. Degrees
in both art history and studio practice have strengthened my ability to read images
and contribute significantly to art historical discussions and teaching. I am presently a Post-Doctoral Fellow at the Fine Art Department, Rhodes University. I have
held several administrative positions and served on several committees in my university, including Head of Department of Fine and Applied Arts. Experiences from
these positions would provide me with relevant knowledge to the board. I have
taught courses at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels in both Art History
and studio practice. My objective as a teacher is to motivate my students to develop
their own learning interests and critical thinking—to establish a learner-centered
Teaching a wide range of courses at the University has made me aware of the needs
and interests of a culturally and ethnically diverse space as Nigeria. My research
and publications in Art History focus on Yoruba Art. I am active in my profession,
both as an artist, and in terms of collegial relationships with visual, theatre, and film
artists, as well as with others in the broader arts community in Nigeria and other
parts of Africa. In 2005 I co-curated an exhibition of Photographs by Professor Ulli
Beier, titled Faces of the Gods, Yoruba Kings, Priests and Children at the Institute of
Cultural Studies Gallery, Ọbáfémi Awólọ́wọ̀ University. I am an active member
of the Society of Nigeria Artists (SNA) Osun State Chapter. As the Public relations
Officer of the society I assisted in organizing exhibitions, workshops and related
programs. I am a member of many professional organizations, and am National
Secretary of Nigerian Field Society (NFS), one of the oldest professional societies in
Nigeria. I have come to value the supportive role that ACASA provides for artists
and scholars.
As a member of ACASA, I have followed religiously its programs and was able to
attend the 2014 Triennial at the Brooklyn Museum. One motivating factor for me
with ACASA is the avenue to network with scholars, artists and professionals. I
am also interested in the continued partnership with art-related institutions based
on the Africa continent. The 2017 Triennial in Ghana was a milestone even on the
continent in that direction. I would also love to work towards increase funding at
various levels for scholars on the African continent.

w
Olubukola Gbadegesin,
Associate Professor
of African Arts,
Saint Louis University

I am honored to be nominated to the board and have the opportunity to serve an
intellectual community that has been so formative to my scholarly identity. Though
I’ve been a quiet ACASA member of 14 years, this nomination has encouraged me
to think intentionally about how I might contribute more to the organization, the
field, and the practices that we study.
I completed my Ph.D. in Art History at Emory University with a primary focus on
Africa and a secondary one on the African Diaspora. Fortunately, my joint appointment in Art History and African American Studies at Saint Louis University
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has allowed me to pursue more diasporic content in my teaching. As a scholar, my
research is still centered on the continent and considers the role that photographic
practices have played in emergent political ideas that shaped Nigeria, and West Africa. With papers published in History of Photography, Cambridge Journal of Postcolonial Literary Inquiry and elsewhere, I’m currently working a book project that
outlines a popular history of photography in Lagos. I will trace how photography
has articulated and circulated political ideas from the time that the city was annexed
by Great Britain in 1861 through colonial independence in 1960. In my role as
associate editor at Critical Interventions: Journal of African Art History and Visual
Culture, I share partial responsibility of ushering colleagues’ work to publication.
Much of ths work was made possible by conversations and panels that I’ve had at
ACASA Triennial, where my presence was only possible thanks in large part to
travel awards. I’m probably not alone in this, but, as institutional funding becomes
scarcer, there will be more demand for ACASA travel grants and other funding
initiatives. Moreover, having immigrated to the US as a child of scholars, I’m particularly sensitive to how the rising tides of American isolationism will restrict the free
flow of ideas and people, which we rely on as scholars. As a member of the board, I
would help to marshalresources to keep these politics from shrinking our intellectual community. My previous experiences with fundraising and grant-writing can be
helpful.
With the success of the 17th Triennial, it is even more important that ACASA
cultivate collective and sustained relationships with colleagues on the continent, i.e.
establishing African-scholar positions on the board, hosting future symposiums,
and so on. One idea is to develop avenues to make recently published work more
accessible to scholars on the continent, perhaps through robust book-share networks that could operate as long-term self-sustaining collaborations with institutional partners.
Lastly, my familiarity with the Adobe Photoshop, the suite of Microsoft apps (including Publisher), Google apps, as well as website design, may also be useful to this
position. I truly appreciate the opportunity to be considered for this position and, if
selected, I will work with dedication and all the above in mind.

w
Erica P. Jones,
Associate Curator of
African Arts
Fowler Museum,
University of
California,
Los Angeles
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Candidate for Webmaster: I am honored to have been nominated for a position on
the ACASA Board and it would be a great pleasure to serve this organization that
plays such a central role in shaping the future of our field. Since 2015 I have worked
at the Fowler Museum, where I am the Associate Curator of African Arts.
Working at a university museum has afforded me experience of working with scholars in the academic and museum spheres of our field, as well as Africanists throughout the humanities. In a similar vein, my experiences working with the public in the
sphere of the Museum has made me increasingly passionate about the need to foster
a broad and thoughtful dialogue regarding museums collections of African arts
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with a range of constituencies. As we all know, the public is increasingly looking to
museums to start these conversations and I feel with the help of ACASA members,
we can foster this discussion by facilitating the inclusion of a wide range of perspectives and voices beyond those of the museum stakeholders whose standpoints are
already widely known.
As an important part of this shift in the museum culture I am currently, and wish
to continue, working with outside scholars to find ways to increase academic and
public access to museum collections, especially digitally through 3D scanning projects, computer modeling, and high-resolution digitizing of two dimensional works.
Working with researchers, as well as scholars in specialties outside of the humanities, will allow us to bring a host of new insights to historical museum collections,
and hopefully engage a new generation of students from a range of academic disciplines. At the same time, it has the potential to create means of sharing our collections digitally with scholars in Africa. I think that this interdisciplinary approach is
an essential component to the future of museums in our field and I would be fortunate to work with other likeminded Africanists on the ACASA board.
The primary focus of my research has been Grassfields arts with an emphasis on
museums and heritage in the region. This specialization has resulted in an interest
in collection histories and practices in my curatorial work. With an M.A. focus on
contemporary African arts and a Ph.D. focus on historical African arts, I have been
fortunate to have the opportunity to work on exhibitions that highlight material
from a wide range of time periods and from a variety of places across the continent,
from South Africa, to Cameroon, the DRC, and Nigeria. I would be amenable to
serving on the ACASA board in any capacity that is needed, but specifically I would
be more than happy to serve as Web Master for the ACASA site.

w
Rachel Kabukala,
Curatorial Assistant,
African Art.
The Nelson-Atkins
Museum of Art,
Kansas City, Missouri

Candidate for Treasurer: It is my pleasure to submit my letter of interest to serve as
Treasurer of the ACASA Board of Directors. In addition to my work as Curatorial
Assistant for African Art at The Nelson-Atkins, I am a graduate student in the art
history program at the University of Kansas City, Missouri. I received my undergraduate degree from St. Olaf College in Minnesota, where I double-majored in Studio Art and Education, with minors in Africa & the Americas, and American Racial
& Multicultural Studies.
In addition to my education, my travels in Kenya, Zambia, and the Democratic
Republic of Congo influenced me profoundly and were transformative in my personal and professional life, leading to a deep appreciation for and commitment to
historical African art. My experience at the Nelson-Atkins allowed me the privilege
of working side by side with African art curator, Dr. Nii Quarcoopome, and most
recently, I co-organized with Dr. Kristina Van Dyke a conference titled A State of the
Field Convening: The Future of African Art. The three-day convening brought together an intimate group of international Africanists to think critically about keyopportunities and challenges facing the field of African art.
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Though my experience serving on boards is limited, I have served on multiple
committees tasked with providing recommendations for diversity and inclusion
initiatives to boards of directors during strategic planning years. I have also received
extensive governance training and have attended workshops on Roberts Rules of
Order. My project management experience and knowledge of creating and managing budgets make me a strong candidate for the position of Treasurer. I am committed to maintaining ACASA’s existing high standards for quality of experience for
members, transparency in operations, and integrity in aspects of finance and budget, and would be honored to serve as Treasurer of the Board.

w
Kiagho Bukheti
Kilonzo,
Lecturer, Researcher
and Consultant at
the University of
Dar es Salaam,
Department of
Creative Arts.
Executive Director,
East Africa Art
Biennale Association

As a Board Member of ACASA, I will create a platform on which African artists will
be exposed and linked with artists and art lovers from other parts of the world. I
will do so by supporting research and publications on both traditional and contemporary African arts and artists. That will go together with supporting art biennales
and symposiums, which run with the aim of promoting African art and artists, who
actually deserve world recognition because of the history their continent has made.
There is enough evidence that Africa is a mother of visual arts in the world through
the arts that were done in East Africa more than 40,000 years ago on rock surfaces
(rock art). My recent art tour project that I organized to run art biennales in five
East African countries (Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi) gave me
enough experience and means of exposing artists and their works from one country to another through cultural integration. The idea was to make a meaningful
contact between artists and the people of East Africa, Africa and beyond. Through
that project, I realized that African artists need a platform, which would give them
a voice to the world. I strongly believe that being an ACASA board member, I will
be able to push this idea and meet the needs of the African artists. Professionally,
I am the Lecturer, Researcher and Consultant at the University of Dar es salaam Department of Creative Arts with a doctorate degree in Fine Arts. I also volunteer
as the Executive Director of the East Africa Art Biennale Association. I was born in
Tanzania 42 years ago in Muheza district in the city of Tanga, and raised in Morogoro - Tanzania.

w
Peju Layiwola,
Professor of
Art History,
Head, Department of
Creative Arts,
University of Lagos,
Lagos, Nigeria.
Return to top

I am honored to have been nominated to the Board of ACASA. I am sincerely
interested in supporting the mission of this great association which I have benefited from immensely. ACASA triennials have provided me with great networking
opportunities and enriched my scholarship in diverse ways. I am a visual artist with
a Ph.D in Art History from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. My work focusses on
art, memory and history with a focus on Benin City, Nigeria. My advocacy work,
which involves teaching art to youth and women in underserved communities in
Nigeria, provides a means of economic support for several people living in poverty.
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I would be delighted to serve on the board and assist with membership drive; to
help establish stronger connections between the large number of African scholars,
artists, art students and curators in Africa with members of the ACASA family. Indeed, this is a task I had excitedly taken upon myself since my first encounter at the
15th triennial in Los Angeles. I feel my position as a scholar based on the continent,
particularly living in Lagos, regarded as the culture capital of Nigeria, professor of
Art, chair of the Art School at the University of Lagos and Founder of the NGO,
Women and Youth Art Foundation, provides a unique opportunity of fostering
greater connections between local and international audiences. I am excited about
the inclusiveness of ACASA, particularly, for the triennial held in Ghana. In my
view, this was the icing on the cake and reiterates the importance of participation of
more Africans in the study of the art and culture of this vast continent. I offer myself for service in any capacity and look forward with eagerness to joining the team.
See Peju Layiwola's statement and CV at

w
Courtnay Micots,
Assistant Professor
of Art History,
Florida A & M
University,
Tallahassee, FL

It is an honor to be nominated for the ACASA Board, and I am willing to fill any
position where I am most needed. I am a dedicated teacher, scholar, curator and
mentor. As a master’s student, I attended the first of many ACASA symposia in
1992, in Iowa. I was introduced to a wide array of generous scholars and collectors
in our field; several continue as my mentors. After receiving my degree, I continued
as an active scholar in the discipline, writing and curating. I earned my Ph.D. in African art history at the University of Florida in 2010. My research and publications
focus upon cross-cultural issues and visual studies across southern Ghana during
the modern and contemporary eras.
Today I am a teacher at a historically-black university committed to underserved
students. I believe that effective learning occurs in a collaborative context wherein
teachers and students alike participate in the teaching and learning process. My
courses challenge students by exposing them to knowledge and encouraging them
to discover it for themselves.
In this regard, I greatly enjoy introducing students and members of the community
to African art and culture. Our Fine Arts Gallery received a generous donation of
African art from the Samuel P. Harn Museum of Art and I curated an exhibition
that highlighted a third of that collection with the enthusiastic assistance of students
from my African Art History course. As typical for HBCUs, our program does not
receive a budget. Therefore, I secured funding to reimburse the gallery for the ex
penses incurred. Additionally, I serve as a mentor for students who, like myself, are
often first-generation college graduates and strapped for funds.
I share this history to demonstrate my level of commitment and tenacity to follow
through with projects, including the planning, organizing and locating of funding,
and with working alongside a diverse group of individuals. I am especially empathetic toward those scholars and teachers who are struggling in our profession to
find full-time positions. I am dedicated to mentorship and continuing the tradition
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of generosity that has marked our discipline. To this end, I hope to serve ACASA’s
membership with routine tasks as well as those associated with the symposia. I was
truly excited to participate in the last conference held in Accra, Ghana, where we
enjoyed the attendance of many African participants. I also curated an exhibition
on local Fancy Dress masquerade and offered the opening reception at one of ACASA’s evening events. It is my desire to continue giving back to the organization that I
greatly esteem and enjoy.

w
Nomusa Makhubu,
Artist,
Senior Lecturer,
Head of the Art
History Section at
the Michaelis School
of Fine Arts,
Capetown University

My key research interests in African popular culture, photography, interventionism
and socially engaged art have been realized through creative work, curated exhibitions and articles. I have gained much knowledge from being part of the ACASA
community and would like to serve. Increasing unconventional art forms and socio-cultural interventions in Africa necessitate a careful inquiry of art, politics and
social dynamics in African art. I would like to serve in any capacity to help broaden
debates about the state of creative practices in Africa.
Having received the American Council of Learned Societies African Humanities
Program fellowship award in 2015, I became an African Studies Association Presidential fellow in 2016. As such, I presented papers at Rutgers University, Princeton
University and Syracuse University and at the 59th Annual Meeting in Washington
D.C.. In 2017, I was also a UCT-Harvard Mandela fellow at the Hutchins Centre for
African and African American Research, Harvard university. I was the First Runner
Up for the Department of Science and Technology Women in Science Awards. As
an artist, I received the ABSA L’Atelier Gerard Sekoto Award and the Prix du Studio
National des Arts Contemporain, Le Fresnoy.
I am a member of an international research team for Comparing “WE’s”: Community, Cosmopolitanism and Emancipation in a Global Context, focusing on Aesthetics of Participation in Postcolonial Public Spheres. It is based at the University of
Lisbon Centro de Estudos Comparatistas. I have been a member of the CAA International Committee. In 2018, I chaired the CAA-Getty pre-conference symposium
as well as alumni conference panel at its conference in Los Angeles, USA. I am also
a member of the South African Young Academy of Science (SAYAS). Since 2016, I
have been the Chair of the Africa South Art Initiative (ASAI) based in Cape Town.

w
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El Hadji Malick
Ndiaye,
Art historian and
Curator of the
Theodore Monod
Museum of African
Art
IFAN/Ch. A. Diop;
Université Cheikh
Anta Diop de Dakar

My interest in ACASA involves the work the organization does to coordinate various actors in African arts and cultural heritage. The missions of ACASA are very
close to my professional and scholarly activities. A scholar in art history at IFAN/
Cheikh Anta Diop University in Dakar, Senegal, I am Executive Director of the
International Council of Museums/Senegal, a member of the Advisory Committee of the 2018 Dakar Biennale for Contemporary African Art, and Curator at the
Theodore Monod Museum of African Art. The missions of the Theodore Monod
Museum of African Art revolve around valorizing artistic creation and improving
the management of African patrimonies. To this end we have organized several
symposia, including a workshop on the restitution of African heritage (2018), a
mission entrusted to Bénédicte Savoy and Felwine Sarr by Président Emmanuel Macron. I organized the meetings and exchanges at the 2018 Dakar Biennale, founded
the Research Seminar The Cutural Politics of Senegal (2016 to present), and carried
out several colloquia, including What Museums in Senegal for the 21st Century? My
research concerns art history, cultural policies, and museums in Africa. As a member of the Board of ACASA, I would wish 1) to establish strong connections among
cultural/scholarly institutions and professionals working in arts and cultural heritage in Francophone Africa; 2) to set up regular meetings for rethinking analytic
categories and methods used in art history; 3) to contribute to new editorial policies
promoting the publication of theoretical and historical works on art, cultural heritage and museums in Africa.

w
Fiona G. Siegenthaler,
Lecturer,
Chair of
Social Anthropology,
University of Basel

Candidate for Newsletter editorial position: I am honoured to be a candidate in this
ACASA election. I have been a member of ACASA since I was a PhD student and
have experienced ACASA as an extremely inclusive, valuable and inspiring platform
for exchange with a research community that is international and transcontinental
in spirit — extending far beyond the association’s legal home in the USA. ACASA
has always been an important point of orientation for my research practice; I participated in three triennial conferences and in other activities of ACASA, providing
newsletter items from Europe. I hope to contribute more to this international conversation with my candidature.
I am an art historian (MA) and cultural anthropologist (PhD) based in Basel,
Switzerland, and a Founding Member of the Centre for African Studies Basel – Research Network Africa. I have been an Assistant Professor in Social Anthropology
at the University of Basel and am currently a post-doctoral research associate at the
University of Basel and the University of Johannesburg. My PhD research was Imageries of Johannesburg. Visual Arts and Spatial Practices in a Transforming City,
and I am currently conducting my post-doctoral research on art and social space
in African cities. Including fieldwork in Kampala, Uganda, and scholarly exchange
with colleagues in Europe, the US and Africa. I was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship
at Columbia University in New York City this year, offering me many opportunities
to deepen my theoretical interest in the relationship of aesthetic and social practices
in African cities.
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Current publications include special issues of Social Dynamics and Critical Interventions which I am co-editing with European and American colleagues respective
ly. This kind of collaboration is dear to me, and I hope to contribute, in the capacity
of a board member, to more joint projects between international colleagues. I am
also interested in finding ways to strengthen the international visibility and accessibility of and for African scholarship in African art history and visual culture.
ACASA has done a lot to facilitate a mutual exchange of knowledge between different research regions and traditions, and I hope to contribute even more to this
endeavor, especially as a newsletter editor/assistant newsletter editor.

w
Karen von Veh,
Associate Professor
of Art History and
H.O.D., Department
of Visual Art,
Faculty of Art, Design
and Architecture,
University of
Johannesburg.

Thank you for considering my nomination for the ACASAS Board. I served on the
ACASA board from 2012 – 2016 and had an enriching experience, connecting with
a wider community of African art historians working towards a common goal. In
South Africa, I have served on the board of our art historians’ association (SAVAH)
as membership secretary and have promoted ACASA membership. Membership
in ACASA has allowed us at the southern tip of Africa to meet and engage with
diverse African art scholars; to create partnerships, knowledge exchanges and
research projects, and to feel more connected with our neighbors on the continent.
I am fully supportive of ACASA’s mission. My courses include colonial and postcolonial studies and contemporary South African Art for undergraduates and post
graduates. My research has concentrated on gender issues in contemporary South
African art and more recently on transgressive religious imagery in post-apartheid
South African art.
I have been a member of the editorial board for De Arte, published by the University of South Africa. I have also served twice as president of SAVAH. As membership secretary I disseminate information daily. I have also raised awareness about
ACASA activities to our membership. As part of the SAVAH national council I have
promoted an African agenda internationally. I was part of a team that organized a
large SAVAH/CIHA Colloquium on Art in the Global South, concentrating on the
need to rethink a western paradigm in the writing of African art histories. We were
able to fund many visiting African scholars to attend. I see my involvement with
ACASA as a validation of what we in SAVAH are trying to do, creating connections,
forming academic links with African scholars and artists. To promote African art
internationally, I co-curated an exhibition of South African art as the first special
exhibition from Africa at the 2015 Beijing Biennale.
A member of the International board of AICA, I attended a meeting where Board
members were bemoaning their lack of representation on the African continent. I
am about to start a chapter of AICA in South Africa and offered to assist hosting
an ‘African’ AICA conference here. I passionately share your interest in promoting
African art and culture and encouraging dialogue on these topics in Africa and
internationally. I am in a unique position to promote such dialogues amongst our
membership in South Africa. Finally, I would like to propose the University of
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Johannesburg to host a future ACASA Triennial. We have proved (in 2011) that we
have the capacity and the infrastructure to host international conferences.

w
Jessica R. Williams,
PhD candidate,
Harvard University,
History of Art and
Architecture

Candidate for Secretary: I am thrilled and honored to have been nominated for the
Board and look forward to contributing to the organization as its secretary if elected.
I have benefitted immensly from the support and intellectual home that ACASA’s
diverse network of scholars affords and appreciate the opportunity to give back to an
association that has so generously supported and nurtured me as a young scholar.
I received an M.A. in the History of Art and Architecture from the University of
Maryland and Harvard University, and am currently a PhD candidate at the latter
institution where I study modern and contemporary African art with an emphasis on
the continent’s histories of photography. My research examines the photographic work
that Anne Fischer, a German-Jewish refugee to South Africa, produced in the decade
leading up to the instantiation of apartheid. My project is grounded in modernist,
feminist, and early leftist histories and has been generously funded by grants and
fellowships from Harvard, Fulbright, and the Smithsonian. Currently based in Cape
Town, I welcome the opportunity to establish and further intercontinental relationships between seasoned scholars, graduate students, and institutions. In August, I took
part in a workshop that brought together graduate students from Harvard, Stellenbosch University, and the University of Florida and would like to see student-led initiatives such as this flourish under the auspices of ACASA. As a member of the board,
I will take an active role in advocating for graduate student programming that meets
the shifting needs of our field’s emerging scholars and am eager to promote collegial
partnerships between our members both on and off the continent.
As a curatorial intern at the Harvard Art Museums, I created an online special collection that made materials related to Gary Schneider available to a broader audience. If elected, I intend to mobilize my past experiences in the digital humanities
toward similar initiatives to widen our exposure and increase our membership base.
Continuing to grow and diversify ACASA’s membership is vital to our mission and I
am excited to participate in initiatives that will aid in this endeavor. This said, I look
forward to working with other members of the board to develop new platforms for
communication and to enhance those that we already have in place.
In addition to presenting at the 2014 ACASA triennial, I also chaired a panel at our
conference in Ghana and am an active contributor to African Arts. In my graduate
career I have held curatorial internships at the Wits Art Museum and the Harvard
Art Museums and in April will begin as a predoctoral fellow at the Smithsonian’s
NMAFA. My involvement in our field’s conferences, colloquia, publications, and institutions demonstrates my dedication to furthering the discipline and I am grateful
for the opportunity to contribute to ACASA by serving as a member of its board.

www
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Calls for Essays and Articles
Smarthistory
seeks contributors

Smarthistory at Khan Academy is looking for essay contributions to their growing
site on African art. Smarthistory is a non-profit educational organization created
to provide global access to free, art history resources. With 1500 pages of videos
and essays, partnerships with major museums and 14 million viewers yearly,
Smarthistory is fast becoming one of the best resources for the study of art history
on the web. Presently, however, there is little in the way of material to support the
study of African art.
If you are an art historian, please consider contributing- articles that are short,
engaging and aimed at a student in an introductory college course. Your
material has incredible potential to reach and educate people around the world,
particularly students in Africa, who often cannot afford and don’t have access to the
latest textbooks and academic writings. In addition, as this content reaches other
educators, they too, will be able to add content and continue to strengthen the site.
Interested contributors should send an email and CV to Peri Klemm, African
ArtEditor for Smarthistory/Khan Academy at: periklemm@n.edu.
To learn more please visit: http://smarthistory.org/, and https://www.khanacademy.
org/humanities/art-history-basics/beginners-art-history/a/cave-paintingcontemporary-art-and-everything-in-between.

i
Start Journal
Call for articles

Start Journal of arts and culture (startjournal.org) is a quarterly, online, peer-reviewed
journal that (re)presents the voices of artists and art historians. Start Journal aims at
maintaining its unique position of presenting artists’ voices alongside scholarly texts,
primarily addressing the practice and reception of arts and culture in Uganda and the
region. Any one published issue displays a mix of descriptive, reflective, and nuanced
expressions that reveal multi-layered voices, practices, and meanings. We are currently
focused on east Africa but are hoping to expand coverage into the rest of the continent
and welcome contributions from this much wider potential readership. A team of four
editors include Professor Emerita Sidney Littlefield Kasfir, Emory University; Associate Professor George Kyeyune, Makerere University; Dr. Angelo Kakande, Makerere University, and artist–curator Margaret Nagawa (editor in chief).
Anyone wishing to consider a submission should contact Sidney Kasfir: sidney.kasfir@emory.edu or Margaret Nagawa: margaret.nagawa@gmail.com for publication
process and procedure.
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Fellowships, Scholarships, Awards
Postdoctoral Fellowship
Fine Art Department,
Rhodes University,
South Africa
October 10, 2018
Deadline for
applications

Available for 2019. NRF/DST SARCHI Chair research programme in
geopolitics and the arts of africa.
Suitable candidates are invited to apply for a Postdoctoral Fellowship hosted by the
National Research Foundation SARChI Chair in Geopolitics and the Arts of Africa at
Rhodes University, South Africa. The successful Postdoctoral Fellow will be an active participant in the Arts of Africa and Global Souths research programme, which comprises
Geopolitics and the Arts of Africa (NRF/DST) and Publishing and Research of the South:
Positioning Africa (Mellon). The programme is based in the Fine Art Department at
Rhodes University. The fellowship is worth R200 000 per annum (tax exempt), and the
academic year runs from January to December 2019.
The Goals of the SARChI Research Programme are to:
* Produce high quality research outputs
* Foster a culture of academic sharing and cooperation by working on related topics
* Develop, as a team, non-hierarchical forms of ‘sideways learning’
* Build research capacity through a co-operative research culture
* Build collaborations with scholars on the African continent
* Address pertinent socio-political concerns in Africa and various global south contexts
For a summary of fellowship criteria, conditions of the award, and details of the
application process, visit https://www.ru.ac.za/artsofafrica/latestnews/postdoctoralfellowshipavailablefor2019.html
Submit the completed Application Form and accompanying documents listed on
the form to Charmaine Mostert (c.mostert@ru.ac.za) by October 10, 2018.
If you have any questions, please contact Charmaine Mostert (c.mostert@ru.ac.za).

i
Postgraduate
Bursaries
Fine Art Department,
Rhodes University,
South Africa
October 10th
Deadline for
Applications
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Available for 2019 10th of October 2018,
Arts Of Africa And Global Souths Research Programme
Fine Art Department, Rhodes University, South Africa
Arts Of Africa And Global Souths comprises the SARChI research programme
(Geopolitics and the Arts of Africa) supported by the National Research
Foundation (NRF) in South Africa, and the Publishing and Research of the South:
Positioning Africa (PROSPA) research programme funded by the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation.
Professor Ruth Simbao, the NRF Research Chair in Geopolitics and the Arts of
Africa invites suitable candidates to apply for postgraduate bursaries for PhD,
MA and Honours studies in Art History/Art History and Visual Culture/Visual
Studies. Successful applicants will be active participants in a supportive research
group environment at Rhodes University and will work on topics that resonate
with the core research of the Chair. Please see www.ru.ac.za/artsofafrica for more
information on the research team and research areas.
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For a summary of bursary criteria, the conditions of the award, and details
of the application process, visit https://www.ru.ac.za/artsofafrica/latestnews/
postgraduatebursariesavailablefor2019.html, Please email your application to
Charmaine Mostert (c.mostert@ru.ac.za) by the 10th of October 2018, and label
your email “2019 Postgraduate Application.”

i
Ivan Karp Doctoral
Research Awards
May 1st, 2019
Application
deadline

Mary Mbewe,
2018 Awardee

Information about the 2019 Ivan Karp Doctoral Research Awards for African students enrolled in South African Ph.D. programmes will be available in November 2018.
For further information, see http://www.gs.emory.edu/about/special/acip.html and
https://www.facebook.com/ivan.karp.corinne.kratz.fund.
African Critical Inquiry Programme Announces
2018 Ivan Karp Doctoral Research Award
									
The African Critical Inquiry Programme has
named Mary Mbewe as recipient of the 2018
Ivan Karp Doctoral Research Award. Mbewe
is a Zambian student pursuing her PhD in the
Department of History at the University of the
Western Cape. Support from ACIP’s Ivan Karp
Award will allow her to do research in London,
Lusaka, and Mbala, Zambia for her dissertation project, From Chisungu to the Museum: a
Historical Ethnography of the Images, Objects,
and Anthropological Texts of the Chisungu
Female Initiation Ceremony in the Moto Moto
Museum in Zambia, 1931 to 2016.
Founded in 2012, the African Critical Inquiry
Programme (ACIP) is a partnership between
the Centre for Humanities Research at University of the Western Cape in Cape Town and the
Laney Graduate School of Emory University
in Atlanta. Supported by donations to the Ivan Karp and Corinne Kratz Fund, the
ACIP fosters thinking and working across public cultural institutions, across disciplines and fields, and across generations. It seeks to advance inquiry and debate
about the roles and practice of public culture, public cultural institutions, and public scholarship in shaping identities and society in Africa through an annual ACIP
Workshop and through the Ivan Karp Doctoral Research Awards, which support
African doctoral students in the humanities and humanistic social sciences enrolled
at South African universities.
About Mary Mbewe’s project
Mbewe’s project examines and reconstructs the histories of the photographs and objects of the chisungu female initiation ceremony of northern Zambia that were col
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lected between 1931 and 1934 by the British anthropologist Audrey Richards and by
the French Canadian missionary ethnographer Jean Jacques Corbeil in the 1950s.
It tracks these items through the key moments of collection, circulation, archiving,
accession, display and consumption, simultaneously seeing these photographs and
things as objects, as records, and as containers of histories. This project is therefore
a history of a hitherto unexplored instance of interrelated ethnographicresearch and
a study of ethnography and histories of collection on a particular subject. It involves a renewed look at the work of an anthropologist and a missionary at different
periods, each culminating in renowned publications, and whose photographs and
objects have become iconic representations of the chisungu ceremony at the Moto
Moto Museum in Zambia. This research project is conceived not only as a biographic study of these collections and histories, but also as a study of processes of meaning-making in a museum, which had its origins in particular colonial contexts and
was formalised as a national museum in the post-colonial period. The research
engages with how the photographs and objects have come to be constituted by the
histories, museum and archival processes around them. It will contribute to debates
around representing African culture, anthropological photographs, ethnographic
objects, and museums in Africa, and more generally to museum studies, visual history, material culture studies, and the history of anthropology.

Workshops and Institutes
Summer Institute
in Museum
Anthropology
Application
Deadline
March 1, 2019

SIMA will put out a call for applications for faculty fellows and students shortly and
begin posting details of the 2019 program in the coming months. SIMA will run
from June 17 to July 12, 2019. For more information on SIMA visit: http://anthropology.si.edu/summerinstitute
The Summer Institute in Museum Anthropology (SIMA) has been awarded a
grant from the Cultural Anthropology Program of the National Science Foundation.
It is the fourth round of funding that the NSF has provided to SIMA (with co-funding this time from the Documenting Endangered Language (DEL) program). SIMA
began in 2009 and has run continually since then under the leadership of Candace
Greene. With her retirement, Joshua Bell took over leadership of the program,
which a 2018 editorial of Museum Anthropology, described as “an incomparable
environment for rigorous training in museum methodologies at all levels of the
field, promoting career advancement for emergent and established practitioners.”
Each summer SIMA supports 10-12 graduate students who want to use collections
in their research and learn how to engage with materiality of collections more effectively. In addition, two fellowships are awarded to teaching faculty who are interested in learning how to incorporate museum collections into their teaching, and
who would like to use SIMA as an opportunity to observe, learn, and share lesson
planning. While the core of SIMA will not be changing, they are widening the scope
of the teaching to actively include and think about archival and visual materials.
Using Smithsonian collections, experts, and visiting faculty, SIMA:
• Introduces students to the scope of museum collections and their potential as
data;
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•

Provides training in appropriate methods to collect and analyze material and
visual data sources;
• Makes participants aware of a range of theoretical issues relating to collections;
• Positions students to apply their knowledge within their home university;
• Advances pedagogical training and methods that helps reposition museum collections as critical data for anthropology.
The curriculum, including both seminars and hands-on workshops, teaches students how to navigate museum systems, select methods to examine and analyze
museum specimens, and recognize the wealth of theoretical issues that museum
data can address.

i
African Critical
Inquiry Program
2019 Workshop
May 1st, 2019
Deadline for
proposals

Information about applying to organize the 2020 ACIP workshop will be available
in November 2018.
Founded in 2012, the African Critical Inquiry Programme (ACIP) is a partnership
between the Centre for Humanities Research at University of the Western Cape in
Cape Town and the Laney Graduate School of Emory University in Atlanta. Supported by donations to the Ivan Karp and Corinne Kratz Fund, the ACIP fosters
thinking and working across public cultural institutions, across disciplines and
fields, and across generations. It seeks to advance inquiry and debate about the roles
and practice of public culture, public cultural institutions and public scholarship
in shaping identities and society in Africa through an annual ACIP workshop and
through the Ivan Karp Doctoral Research Awards, which support African doctoral
students in the humanities and humanistic social sciences enrolled at South African
universities.
For further information, see http://www.gs.emory.edu/about/special/acip.html and
https://www.facebook.com/ivan.karp.corinne.kratz.fund.

2019 ACIP
Workshop:
African
Ethographies

The African Critical Inquiry Programme (ACIP) is pleased to announce that the
2019 ACIP workshop will be African Ethnographies. The project was proposed
and will be organized by colleagues at the University of the Western Cape, Jung
Ran Annachiara Forte (Lecturer, Department of Anthropology and Sociology) and
Sakhumzi Mfecane (Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Anthropology
and Sociology). Activities will take place in Cape Town, South Africa.

Organizers of African
Ethnographies,
the 2019 ACIP
Workshop:
Jung Ran
Annachiara Forte (left)
and Sakhumzi Mfecane
(right)
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African Ethnographies
While the practice of ethnography has a long history in Africa, insufficient
debate has emerged around it recently on the African continent. Far from being
specific only to anthropology, ethnography has become a widespread mode of
knowing inside and outside academic spaces. We would like to prompt reflection
around this concept and practice, which is slippery, changing, dense, polysemic,
and composed of a plurality of voices. The African Ethnographies workshop will
raise questions about ethnography across disciplines, its contemporary forms – not
exclusively written, and its publics. Ethnography enables conceptual work that transcends simple divides between the empirical, the methodological, and the theoretical. The workshop is particularly interested in understanding how ethnography and
its conceptual work can allow us to grasp the complexities of contemporary African
worlds, their precariousness, and their becomings. We are interested in exploring:
(1) the work of theorization that ethnography makes possible;
(2) understandings of public ethnography today; and finally
(3) ways to re-rethink ethnography from the African continent.
The workshop seeks to open a space of dialogue by bringing together emerging
scholars across different disciplines and from institutions across Africa. By engaging in discussions around theory, methods, public engagements, and ethnographic
sensibilities and modes of expression, we hope to better understand the challenges
of doing ethnography in Africa’s contemporary worlds. The workshop will include a
performance/ lecture that explores the performative potential of ethnographic work
and will result in both an edited book and a film about ethnography based on the
workshop and interviews with participants.

Jobs
Assistant Professor
of Art History,
Tenure Track,
Simmons
University
Application
deadline: Oct. 15

The Department of Art and Music at Simmons University invites applications for
a tenure-track Assistant Professor of Art History to begin July 1, 2019. We seek an
innovative educator and scholar with demonstrated excellence in undergraduate
teaching, an interest in creative curriculum development, an active research agenda,
and a commitment to interdisciplinary collaboration inside and outside the University.
Complete information at https://simmons.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/en-US/Simmons-Careers/job/Main-Campus---Boston-MA/Assistant-Professor-of-Art-History--Tenure-Track_R05005
To apply, please submit a letter of application, curriculum vitae, statement of teaching
philosophy (no more than 750 words), brief descriptions of two courses you would like
to develop (no more than 200 words each), three syllabi from courses you have taught, to
include one European and one non-Western topic, two examples of recent scholarship,
published or not, and three letters of reference. Letters of reference should be submitted
directly to Ifill@simmons.edu.
All documents should be uploaded in the Resume/CV section on the 'My Experience'
page of the electronic application. As a College committed to diversity, Simmons encourages applications broadly. Simmons is an equal opportunity employer and is committed
to continuing to develop a more diverse faculty, staff, student body and curriculum.
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Tenure or tenuretrack position,
Arts and Visual
Cultures of Africa
and/or its
Diaspora
Queen's University

The Department of Art History and Art Conservation in the Faculty of Arts and
Science at Queen’s University, Canada, invites applications for a Queen's National
Scholar (QNS) position at the rank of Associate or Assistant Professor with a specialization in the Arts and Visual Cultures of Africa and/or its Diaspora. This is a
tenure or tenure-track position with a preferred starting date of July 1, 2019. Further information on the Queen’s National Scholar Program can be found on the
website of the Office of the Vice-Principal (Research).

Application
deadline
Dec. 15, 2018

Open to scholars from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds, preference will be given to established candidates who have as a primary field African or African Diaspora arts (historical or contemporary) and visual cultures. A complementary strength
in curatorial practice, museum studies, or collaborative and community-based
research would be an asset. The successful candidate will have a record of scholarly
research and publication, an interest in theoretical or contextual approaches such as
Black Studies, critical race studies, or critical museology, and a capacity for experiential teaching and learning. Appointees will teach at the undergraduate and graduate levels, participate in graduate supervision at the MA and PhD levels across the
university, and contribute to the vibrancy of academic life on campus and beyond.
See complete information here.
Applicants are encouraged to send all documents in their application package electronically as PDFs,
labelled last name first, followed by document title, to Professor Joan M. Schwartz
at: schwartz@queensu.ca
Alternatively, hard copy applications may be submitted to:
Joan M. Schwartz, PhD, FRSC, Professor and Head, Art History and Art Conservation, 67 University Avenue, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, CANADA K7L 3N6.
Academic staff at Queen’s University are governed by a Collective Agreement between
the University and the Queen’s University Faculty Association (QUFA), which is posted
at http://queensu.ca/facultyrelations/faculty-librarians-and-archivists/collective-agreement and at http://www.qufa.ca.

i
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New Openings
Through Dec. 30,
Striking Iron:
The Art of African
Blacksmiths

Fowler Museum at
UCLA, Los Angeles

Related Events:
Nov. 9-10

An Interdisciplinary Symposium: Striking Iron
Friday, November 9, 7pm
Saturday, November 10, 9:30am—6pm
Fowler Museum at UCLA, Lenart Auditorium

Striking Iron is a major
international traveling
exhibition that reveals the
history of invention and
technical sophistication
that led African blacksmiths to transform one
of Earth’s most basic natural resources into objects
of life-changing utility,
empowerment, and astonishing artistry.
Organized by the Fowler Museum at UCLA its
Caption: Artist unknown (Nkutshu peoples, Democratic
curatorial team is led
Republic of the Congo); Throwing knife–shaped currency
by artist Tom Joyce, a
(oshele), 19th century; Iron; Private collection; Image © FowlMacArthur Fellow origer Museum at UCLA.
Photograph Don Cole, 2018.
inally trained as a blacksmith, with cocurators Allen F. Roberts, UCLA Professor of World Arts and Cultures/Dance;
Marla C. Berns, Shirley & Ralph Shapiro Director, Fowler Museum; William J.
Dewey, Director, African Studies Program and Associate Professor of African Art
History at Pennsylvania State University; and Henry J. Drewal, Evjue-Bascom
Professor of Art History and Afro-American Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. More at https://www.fowler.ucla.edu/exhibitions/striking-iron/

For a complete schedule and to register, visit http://ironsymposium.eventbrite.com
This two-part symposium explores iron in the context of its history, spiritual potencies, cultural roles and meanings, and artistic possibilities in Africa and its Diasporas.
On Friday night, acclaimed visual artists Sokari Douglas Camp and Alison Saar
talk about the centrality of metal to their artistic practices, followed by a conversation moderated by Fowler Museum Director Marla C. Berns.
Return to top
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Courtesy of
Sokari Douglas Camp and
Alison Saar.

Saturday’s sessions feature an interdisciplinary range of distinguished speakers,
including astronomer and director of the Griffith Observatory Ed Krupp, archaeologist Shadreck Chirikure, artist Tom Joyce, historians Candice Goucher and Colleen Kriger, art historian Rowland Abiodun, and anthropologist Ade Ofunniyin.
Nov. 4

Arts of Africa Festival in conjunction with Striking Iron
Sunday, November 4, 12–5pm
Fowler Museum, UCLA
Join us for an afternoon of African-inspired performances, food, demonstrations,
art making, and gallery talks with curators and blacksmiths. Programs for all ages
will spark curiosity about the impact of art in communities far away and how it
shapes our own daily lives.
Participants include guest co-curator Dr. Nancy Neaher Maas, Fowler Associate
Curator of African Arts Erica P. Jones, blacksmith artists from Adam’s Forge, world
music educator Crag Woodson, storyteller Dena Atlantic, and a live ensemble performance by Nsimbi. Snacks provided by Dora’s African Produce, Revolutionario
North African Tacos, and more.
https://www.fowler.ucla.edu/events/arts-of-africa-festival/.

n
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Sept. 6 – Nov, 11
The View From Here:
Contemporary
Perspectives From
Senegal

The View From Here began its US tour this fall after debuting at Waru Studio during
the 2018 Dak'Art Biennale.
Wright Museum of Art, Beloit College
The exhibition features work by Laylah Amatullah Barrayn, Manthia Diawara,
Khalifa Dieng, Ibrahima Dieye, Camara Guèye, Pap Souleye Fall, Fatou Kandé
Senghor, Amalia Ramanankirahhina, Henri Sagna, Fally Sene Sow, and
Ibrahima Thiam.

Related Events:
Sept. 17

Artist Lecture: Laylah Barrayn,
7:00 p.m.

Sept. 25

Film Screening and Discussion:
Manthia Diawara's Negritude: A Dialogue Between Wole Soyinka and
Leìopold Senghor, 7:00 p.m.

Future Venues
Jan. 17 - Feb. 22, 2019

Center for the Visual Arts Gallery,
Kent State University
Opening date and programming TBA.

July 18 – Sept. 28,
2019

Paul W. Zuccaire Gallery,
Stony Brook University
Opening date and programming TBA.

Catalog

100-page exhibition catalogue, featuring
curatorial essays, critical contributions,
and an artist interview is available from
the curator. Contact JUnder18@Kent.
edu with any questions.
Ibrahima Thiam, Vintage Portraits series, 2017,
photograph

Ibrahima Dieye, Horror District,
2018, bic pen, acrylic, collage,
and pastels, paper on canvas,
200 cm x 150 cm

n
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Sept.16, 2018 –
March 10, 2019
Summoning the
Ancestors: Southern
Nigerian Bronzes

Fowler Museum at UCLA, Los Angeles
This Fowler in Focus exhibition celebrates the promised gift of two important collections of bronze bells and ofo amassed by Mark Clayton. Originating in southern
Nigeria, the bells and ofo were used in a variety of ritual contexts. Summoning the
Ancestors is guest-curated by Nancy Neaher Maas, independent scholar, and Philip
M. Peek, Professor Emeritus of Anthropology, Drew University, New Jersey. More
at https://www.fowler.ucla.edu/exhibitions/summoning-ancestors/

Related Event:
Nov. 9

Friday November 9, 12 PM:
Join us for a Gallery Talk on
bronze ofo with Philip M.
Peek, guest co-curator of Summoning the Ancestors: Southern Nigerian Bronzes.

Artist Unknown, (Igala peoples, Nigeria);
Bell, early twentieth century (?); Copper
alloy; Collection of Mark Clayton; Image
© Fowler Museum at UCLA.
Photograph Don Cole, 2010.

n
Sept. 27 – Nov. 3, 2018 FAVT travels to Burkina Faso.
National Museum of Burkina Faso
FAVT: Future Africa
Ouagadougou
Visions In Time
FAVT: Future Africa Visions in Time explores visions of the future emerging from
Africa and its diaspora. It questions which concepts of future are developed in moments of uncertainty and crisis? How do social mobility, alternative lifestyles or a
sense of identity and belonging shape the challenges and visions of the future today?
In which ways does the past resonate into the future? What did a past-future look
like? How can we anticipate futures from a troubling present? And how are these
futures imagined and questioned in art and cultural practice?
After the first editions in Nairobi, Johannesburg, Salvador de Bahia, Windhoek and
Harare, FAVT has now arrived in Ouagadougou. Artists and researchers from Ouagadougou have engaged with the central ideas of FAVT and created new works for
the exhibition. Some already existing projects and artworks were further developed
on location in a collaborative process with artists from Burkina Faso. FAVT is a
collaboration between the Bayreuth Academy of Advanced African Studies, Iwalewahaus (University of Bayreuth), Goethe-Institute Burkina Faso and the
Return to top
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National Museum of
Burkina Faso. The Ouagadougou iteration of FAVT
was made possible by the
Ministère de la Culture,
des Arts et du Tourisme du
Burkina Faso, the Federal
Ministry Education and
Research of Germany
and the University of
Bayreuth.

Photo credit :
James Muriuki, Untitled,
2015, installation view,
Iwalewahaus, Bayreuth (©
Baensch-Studio)

Artists: Emeka Alams, Adrien Bitibaly, Sam Hopkins, Délio Jasse, John Kamicha,
Ingrid LaFleur, Lilian Magodi, James Muriuki, Luís Carlos Patraquim, Luís Sala,
Gilbert Ndi Shang, Abou Sidibé, Les Radicaux’ Strategiques, Abass Zoungrana.
FAVT Ouagadougou Curator: Felicia Nitsche.
FAVT curatorial concept: Katharina Fink, Storm Janse van Rensburg,
Nadine Siegert.

n
Oct 4 – Dec.14, 2018
Women’s Work:
Art And
Sustainability In
Contemporary
Southeast Africa
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Gregory Allicar Museum of Art
Colorado State University
Works on Paper Gallery
Women’s Work explores the role
of 21st century female artists in
Southeast Africa as advocates of
economic, social, and cultural sustainability. Against the backdrop
of arts that have historically been
considered women’s work, such
as pottery, beadwork, and mural
painting, this exhibition highlights
the stories of five artists from Kenya and South Africa and explores
the role of art production in both
past and present through

Painting by Esther Mahlangu
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historical examples and contemporary expressions. Organized by Dr. David Riep,
assistant professor of Art History, and associate curator of African Art, this project
is sponsored by a grant from the Lilla B. Morgan Memorial Endowment, which
works to enhance the cultural development and atmosphere for the arts at Colorado
State University. Upon its completion, this exhibition will travel to the Kghodwana
Cultural Village and Museum in Mapumalanga, South Africa.
Related Event:
Oct. 11

Panel: Stories Of Sustainabilities
Thursday, October 11, 2018 5:00 P.M. Robert W. Hoffert Learning Center, reception
follows.
In conjunction with the exhibition Women’s Work, The Gregory Allicar Museum
of Art is proud to present a panel discussion Stories of Sustainability, lead by Brett
Bruyere, Human Dimensions of Natural Resources Director, and exhibition curators
Laura Vilaret-Tuma and David Riep.

n
Oct. 7 – Apr. 28, 2019

Mint Museum Randolph, Charlotte, NC
African-Print Fashion Now! introduces audiences to the dynamic traditions of
African dress featuring colorful, boldly patterned printed cloth, and illuminates
the interplay between regional preference and cosmopolitanism that has long
flourished on the continent, while highlighting the expansiveness of 21st-century
African-print fashion. The exhibition includes 60 tailored fashions, 100 archival
and contemporary cloths, 20 black-and-white studio portrait photographs from
the 1960s and 1970s, a series of runway videos, and seven works by contemporary
visual artists. Ensembles on view draw from the collection of the Fowler Museum
at UCLA, private loans, and the extensive archives of the Dutch textile manufacturing company Vlisco.Organized by the Fowler Museum at UCLA in association
with Vlisco Netherlands B.V. Guest curated by Suzanne Gott with Kristyne S.
Loughran, Betsy D. Quick, and Leslie W. Rabine.
More information here.

Caption: Dress by designer Patricia Waota (b. Côte
d'Ivoire), Photo by Joshua White/JWPictures.com
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Related Event:
Oct. 7

African Print Fashion Now Artists' Talk 2:00 – 3:00 PM
Mint Museum Randolph
Join featured fashion designers Titi Ademola and Alexis Temomanin for an inside look at their work, inspiration, and future
projects. Light reception with cash bar to follow. A unique opportunity to meet two of Africa’s most talented couturiers!
More here

Dress by Titi Ademola
for Kiki Clothing,
Accra, Ghana.

n
Oct. 21 – Feb, 10, 2019
World on the
Horizon: Swahili Arts
Across the Indian
Ocean

Fowler Museum at UCLA, Los Angeles
This exhibition enters into the streets and
homes of Swahili port towns and beyond,
highlighting the arts of diplomacy and
trade, the built environment and interior
display, sociality and self-fashioning, spiritual knowledge and pious devotion. The
arts on view speak to an outward-looking
ethos that connects communities on the
Swahili coast with Central Africa, Europe,
and the wider Indian Ocean World, and
reveals how people bring the world home.
World on the Horizon was organized by
Krannert Art Museum (KAM), University
of Illinois at Urbana‐Champaign, and was
curated by Prita Meier, Associate Professor of Art History at New York University, and Allyson Purpura, KAM Senior
Curator and Curator of Global African
Art. More at https://www.fowler.ucla.edu/
exhibitions/world-on-horizon/
J. P. Fernandes; Ostafrikanische Schönheit
(East African Beauty); photograph,
pre-1900; postcard printed circa 1912;
Collection of Christraud M. Geary.

Related Event:
Oct. 20

Opening Program: Lecture: Curators' Backstory, 6:00 – 7:00 PM
Party, 7:00 – 9:00 PM

n
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Oct. 24 – Sept. 29,
2019
Good As Gold:
Fashioning
Senegalese Women

Good As Gold: Fashioning Senegalese
Women
Smithsonian National Museum of
African Art
Washington, D.C.
In the cities of the West African
nation of Senegal, stylish women
have often used jewelry as part of an
overall strategy of exhibiting their
elegance and prestige. Rooted in the
Wolof concept of sañse (dressing up,
looking and feeling good), Good
As Gold examines the production,
display, and circulation of gold in
Senegal as it celebrates a significant
gift of gold jewelry to the National
Museum of African Art’s collection
from art historian Marian Ashby
Johnson of over 250 works of West
African jewelry. Curated by Amanda Maples in collaboration with
Kevin Dumouchelle.

Catalog

A catalog featuring Johnson’s
collection of Senegalese gold jewelry will be released to coincide
with the opening of the exhibition.
It will include new photography
of key works in the collection and
exhibition; trace the history of gold
in Senegal, documenting the techniques, materials and practices of
goldsmiths; and reveal the inspirational and economic roles of women
in commissioning, trading and fashioning Senegalese jewelry. Johnson
has contributed an essay to the catalog
on the history of gold in West Africa,
Senegalese goldsmiths, and their collaboration with women in the region.

Fabrice Monteiro
b. 1972, Namur, Belgium
Works in Dakar, Senegal
Signare #1
2011
Exhibition print
Courtesy Mariane Ibrahim Gallery

n
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Oct. 31 Opening
Moving Objects:
African and
Oceanic Art

Moving Objects: African and Oceanic Art from
the Collection of the Fitchburg Art Museum
The Fitchburg Art Museum (FAM)
Massachusetts
Moving Objects presents over fifty artworks
from Africa, Australia, New Guinea, and the
Pacific Islands, and tells the story of why each
object was made, and how it came to North
Central Massachusetts.

'Healing’ Scroll, ma’ero qumät
("full size”) or yä branna ketab
(“written on skin”), late 19th- or
early 20th-century
Tigrinya artist, Tigray region,
Ethiopia
vellum, pigment
Gift of Bobbi and Tim Hamill,
FAM 2016.71

One of the earliest artworks to be accessioned
into FAM’s collection is a Tapa Cloth from the
Island of Tonga in the South Pacific, gifted to
the museum in 1931 by Miss Cora Hatch of
Fitchburg. A more recent acquisition is a Spirit
Mask from Baining, New Britain, Papua New
Guinea, having passed through the hands of
dealers to Mrs. Helen Schlosberg, a member of
a philanthropic New England shoe manufacturing family. Mrs. Schlosberg gifted her collection
to the Rose Art Museum at Brandeis where the
Spirit Mask was exhibited in 1977. The Rose
then transferred its Oceanic Art collection to
the Worcester Art Museum (WAM) in 2004.
In 2017, WAM de-accessioned this piece, and
offered it to FAM.
Other objects were purchased from galleries, or
acquired directly from living artists.
Moving Objects celebrates the many individuals and organizations who have directly gifted
works of art to our collection. Foremost among
these donors are Dwight and Anna Heath, the
Geneviève MacMillan-Reba Stewart Foundation, William Teel, and the Hamill Gallery of
African Art. Together, these collectors have
created here at FAM one of New England’s most
impressive collections of African and Oceanic Art.
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New Publications

Kim Miller and
Brenda
Schmahmann, Eds.
Troubling Histories:
Public Art and
Prejudice

De Arte, South Africa-based art history journal,
Special issue 53 (2) (Fall, 2018)
This is the first of two themed De Arte issues developed from papers delivered at the
conference Troubling Histories: Public Art and Prejudice, held at the research hub
of the SARChI Chair in South African Art and Visual Culture at the University of
Johannesburg on November 15 – 18 2017.
Table of Contents:
Kim Miller, “‘The Walls are so Silent’: Spaces of Confinement and
Gendered Meanings of Incarceration in South African
Commemorative Art”
Brenda Schmahmann, “Monumental Mediations: Performative
Interventions to Public Commemorative Art in South Africa”
Erika Doss, “The Elephant in the Room: Prejudicial Public Art and
Cultural Vandalism”
Nicole Maurantonio, “Tarred by History: Materiality, Memory, and
Protest”
Elizabeth Baltes, “Challenging Narratives: Arthur Ashe and the Practice
of Counter-Monumentality on Richmond’s Monument Avenue”
Alison Atkinson-Phillips, “Commemoration as Witnessing: 20 years of
remembering the stolen generations at Colebrook Reconciliation
Park”
Sierra Rooney, “The Politics of Shame: The Glendale Comfort Women
Memorial and the complications of transnational commemoration”
Rangsook Yoon, “Erecting the ‘Comfort Women’ Memorials: From Seoul
to San Francisco

From Elizabeth Baltes'
article. :
Graffiti being removed
from the Jefferson Davis
monument on Monument
Avenue in Richmond, VA.
Photo credit Craig Carper.
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New Publications

Elisha Renne

Veils, Turbans, and Islamic Reform in Northern
Nigeria tells the story of Islamic reform from the
perspective of dress, textile production, trade,
and pilgrimage over the past 200 years. As Islamic reformers have sought to address societal
problems such as poverty, inequality, ignorance,
unemployment, extravagance, and corruption,
they have used textiles as a means to express their
religious positions on these concerns. Home first
to the early indigo trade and later to a thriving
textile industry, northern Nigeria has been a
center for Islamic practice as well as a place where
everything from women’s hijabs to turbans, buttons, zippers, short pants, and military uniforms
offers a statement on Islam. Elisha Renne argues
that awareness of material distinctions, religious
ideology, and the political and economic contexts
from which successive Islamic reform groups have emerged is important for understanding how people in northern Nigeria continue to seek a proper Islamic way of
being in the world and how they imagine their futures—spiritually, economically,
politically, and environmentally. Indiana University Press. Available 11/01/2018

g
Fiona Siegenthaler
and Till Förster, Eds.

Re-Imagining African Cities. The Arts and Urban Politics. Special issue of Social
Dynamics 44(3), date of publication TBA.
With contributions by:
Till Förster
Gabriele Rippl
Dominique Malaquais
Amanda M. Maples
Carol Magee
Malcolm Corrigall
Heike Becker
Fiona Siegenthaler

g
Sidney Kasfir
New Edition

Return to top

The new edition of Contemporary African Art (Thames
& Hudson, 2019) has new chapters on photography and
the expanded global market, including biennials, auction
houses and art fairs in and out of Africa. It will come out
in 2019 as part of the relaunching of Thames & Hudson's
World of Art Series.
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New Publications

Art, Honour and Ridicule: Asafo Flags from Southern Ghana (Toronto: ROM 2017) has received the
Shep Ethnic Textiles Book Award from the Textile
Society of America.

Silvia Forni and
Doran Ross
Book Award

g
Katharina Fink and
Nadine Siegert, Eds.

Goldendean, Plan B. A gathering of strangers (or)
this is not working. Ed. by Katharina Fink & Nadine Siegert. Bayreuth: iwalewabooks. 2018. https://
iwalewabooks.com/
Cape Town-based artist Goldendean reflects on the
effects of their performance of very simple acts of
dissidence in a transgressive Fat Queer White Trans
Body. The book explores how strategies of technology as self-reflection and radical sharing, queer
love and queer disobedience contribute to "making
whiteness strange" by destabilizing the normal
invisibility of whiteness to bring the white body
under surveillance.

… and a new publisher
iwalewabooks

Iwalewabooks is a publishing house for art and discourse.
Through a number of series, we dedicate our publications to questions about:
• aesthetic social discourses
• the politics of collecting and debates about archives
• artistic and academic positions from the Global South
All publications are based on the conviction that creating books is an aesthetic and
collective endeavour. Many volumes are therefore produced in collaboration with
research projects as well as cultural and societal initiatives.
Our Series
• The series art presents monographs of contemporary artists whose aesthetic
practises spark societal discourses. One focus is on perspectives from the Global
South.
• In the series discourse, our authors engender musings about the future(s) and reflect on recent debates within the fields of aesthetics, society, the arts and politics.
• Critical engagements with not only museum collections, but also with art and
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New Publications

•
•
•
•

academic archives are presented through the series collections.
The series scholar publishes academic texts, such as master’s and doctoral theses,
as well as re-editions of older texts, primarily by authors from the Global South.
The series Iwalewahaus is dedicated to publishing texts that are developed
during projects at the Iwalewahaus, University of Bayreuth,
In addition, we publish out-of-band, a series of smaller books, such as manifestos and artist’s books, in collectable, limited editions.

Together with our partners, we offer editions of high-quality prints and graphic
works that are produced especially for iwalewabooks. The proceeds of these editions
directly benefit the respective book projects.
You can find the current program on our website www.iwalewabooks.com
and place your order here: info@iwalewabook.com.

[Re:]Entanglements
Guest blog by
Jean Borgatti
Left: Otuoyema Group
masquerades of the type
referred to as Osa. Photographed by Jean Borgatti at
the final performance of Igugu/Eliminya festival, Otuo,
1973. The performance was
held in honor of Samuel
Ogbemudia who served as
military governor of what
was then Midwest State.
Right: Otuoyema Group
masquerade photographed
by Northcote Thomas
(NWT 839) in Emafu (Imafun)
Quarter, Otuo, in 1909

[Re:]Entanglements is the website of a project funded by the UK’s Arts & Humanities Research Council, which is re-engaging with a remarkable ethnographic
archive – including objects, photographs, sound recordings, botanical specimens,
published work and field notes – assembled by the colonial anthropologist, N. W.
Thomas, in Southern Nigeria and Sierra Leone between 1909 and 1915.
As well as better understanding the historical context in which these materials were
gathered, the project seeks to re-think their significance in the present. What do
they mean for different communities today? What actions do they make possible?
How might we creatively explore their latent possibilities?
The project is being led by Paul Basu at SOAS University of London and involves
a growing number of partnerships in the UK, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and beyond.
These include the many institutions across which this ethnographic archive has been
dispersed, including the University of Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, the British Library Sound Archive, the Pitt Rivers Museum, the Royal Anthropological Institute, the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew and the UK National Archives.
As the project develops, we’ll
be adding lots of material
to the website relating to
the culture and heritage of
Nigeria and Sierra Leone. If
you are interested in finding
out more or would like to get
involved please contact us!
https://re-entanglements.net/
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Member News

Elizabeth Perrill
Award

Dr. Elizabeth Perrill (UNC Greensboro) recently
accepted in her roles as Consulting Curator at
the North Carolina Museum of Art (NCMA) an
American Alliance of Museums’ Excellence
in Exhibition Award for the permanent reinstallation of the NCMA African art gallery. The
American Alliance of Museums (AAM) is the
top organization for museum practice in the
nation, and the award selection was based upon
the NCMA team’s use of audience research and
evaluation in the planning, designing and curation of the exhibition.

d
Amanda Maples
New Appointment

After serving as the Cantor Art Center’s Curatorial Fellow in African and
Indigenous American Arts at Stanford
University, and defending and filing her
dissertation in Spring 2018, Amanda
M. Maples has been appointed Curator of African Art at the North
Carolina Museum of Art. Returning
to her home state of North Carolina,
she hopes to continue to engage the region’s public in the global beauty and power of Africa’s arts through ground-breaking exhibitions, publications, and programming.

d
Lara Ayad
New Ph.D. and
Appointment
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Lara Ayad recently completed her PhD in Art
History at Boston University, and has begun work
as Assistant Professor of African and African
Diaspora art in the Art History Department at
Skidmore College in New York. Ayad, who is
trained in the history of African art and performs
research on national identity and representation
in modern Egyptian art, will be participating as
a panelist in the "Race, Vision, and Surveillance"
panel at the upcoming annual conference for the
College Art Association in February of 2019.
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